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Core Concept since 2002

Mission
’Winning strategies for the common good’. Open nonideological inquiry, active international outlook for best practices
and interdisciplinary approach.
The main mission is promoting active citizenship and
social entrepreneurship in public services
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Outline
1. Common knowledge: disruption is the current most important strategic
phenomenon in markets
2. Surprise: same technologies have also and already disruptive impact on politics
and public services: rise and power of Disruptive Citizenship
3. Strategic perspective: disruptive revolutions in public domain
4. Big impact on leadership in municipalities: to be explored by yourself!
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Common knowledge:
disruption as a
strategic phenomenon
in markets
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Most important strategic issue in markets: disruption
•

•

•
•
•

•

Recent definition:
Rise of new and unexpected competitors, from outside current market, innovative
in and through their direct access to and exchange with customers
Common conclusion until recent: CEO’s see it latest. First phase: denial, ignorance,
defensive (seemingly rational) critique. After that: surprise! This is proof of real
powershift
Direct exchange and real time information & communication is key
Economy and competition dominated and dictated by platforms
Competition between platforms is on:
sympathy, belonging, community-feeling, hands-on service, feeling of being ‘in
charge’ and easy tools for self-steering
The market now teaches its customers these values & attitude
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Platformeconomy has already won:

Also Theme Issue of Harvard Business Review, April 2016
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What customers learn to expect
Direct realtime exchange of private assets (Airbnb, Uber)
Direct exchange of pictures, movies, prices, references,
reputations (Booking.com) as support in their personal choice and
decisionmaking
• Reputation of firms and ownership of assets no longer advantage
in this exchange; mistrust in ‘bought’ expertise and information,
more trust in peerreviews!
• New name of public/private battle: personal ownership of
personal data
It’s not just technology, it is a social-technological revolution
Increased self-management and power: information, knowledge,
friends, allies and colleagues available in realtime at your fingertip
(Feeling of) direct observation, direct information, direct choice
•
•
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Main new power-source of civil society:
Independent & Direct Channel
Revolution in personal ICT (Information & Communication & Media):
• Smart
Enormous, still increasing computingpower
• Small and Mobile
Close to person, always at hand
• Not just data, all media
Real time vivid actual observation- and face-contact
• Mass use and (!) so expected Connection anyplace on the earth, anytime
• Platforms
Develop and support exchange services
A new and independent, local and global, ICT and media-channel of, to and between
citizens.
No selection, reframing or censorship outside citizens themselves and algorithms!
Get used to the new manipulation: bubbles instead of the old and now distrusted
filters (politicians, experts, professors, journalists, PR industry).
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Power of disruptive
citizenship
New leadership for the public cause:
Civic, Industry, Government and
Community
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The Disruptive Citizen
It’s not just technology (‘stupid’), it’s power- and informationtools and their impact
on mentality!
a. Shift in real power: data, knowledge, communication, peer-reviews, peerorganization
b. Shift in mentality: I personally can gather information and opinions, steer, choose,
organize, manage and consult peers
Public services have more time to adjust by the protection of state, laws, public
finance and lobbies
Not sustainable:
- Traditional politics will learn quickly: no re-election without listening to the new
public power
- Customers of public service will demand change and choice; have a direct and
public channel to voice their opinions
- Public debate and reputation in these direct channels
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My introduction of ‘Disruptive Citizen’ in Dutch Financial
Times [August 2015]
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Illustrations of the power of the
new direct citizen’s channel:
A. Politics & direct democracy
B. Public services
C. Civil society
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A. Politics: Disruption of Democracy
•

•
•

•
•

*

Indirect democracy is outdated: too slow, too much policies, not persons, selection
of professional politicians not public enough. Urgent need for more direct
democracy
‘Behind-the-door’-powergames need to rethink timing and rhetorics in public
debate and direct channels
Personality (biography, emotions, style) and its consistency with the message of
politicians is crucial (ethos and pathos)*, because of media at your fingertip, direct
observation by citizens. Also the main reason voters increasingly look at theatre
performance of public leaders!
Attention and addiction to actual information (including gossip, fake-news) leads to
diminishing loyalties and spontaneous choice
Much less important are classical criteria within professional community of
politicians: expertise, network, negotiation skills, reasonable attitude (Hillary Clinton
was better in all of them!)
Back to Aristoteles: three rhetorical elements: Ethos (visible and consistent connection between speaker,
subject and message), Pathos (appeal on Public) and Logos (rational argumentation)
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My introduction of
Disruption of Democracy
in Dutch Financial Times
(20 January 2018)
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Proof of new media arena
Victory Trump:
Step 1: Famous on TV and social media
Step 2: Newspapers had to follow
Step 3: Republican party had to follow
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Still stronger case: victory Macron
Step 1: Initiate a new party, 5 months before election
Step 2: Big electoral victory with new list of politicians, avoiding professional politicians

Main explanation: swarmbehaviour in electorate, before the elections, made clear through direct exchange
of unbiased opinions, that support for current political parties was gone. So voters knew their personal
vote for Macron would not be lost.
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We’re in the middle of an age old discussion about
democracy
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Dutch examples: using direct channel to citizens
much further on local level than national
First steps are of course on the political safe side:
Start: just asking
information:

Then: traditional approach
Finally: ask citizens to participate
as a customer about service quality*: in political decisionmaking:

* Using ICT tools to serve citizens. Modern paradox: bigger distance because anonymous bureaucracy hides
behind automated and thus better walls
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Big impact on municipalities
OLD

NEW

Citizen as passive participant:
Information and Tell/sell

Citizen as active participant:
Co-producing vision and policies

Transparancy (after decisions are made)

Dialogue in decisionmaking process

Accountability, in official democracy

Accountability, directly to citizens

Citizen as client:
Servicedesk and complaints handling

Citizen not just clients Personal help in
complex navigating
Citizen as partner for the public cause: signals,
helpquestions and -offer, cooperatives and
commons for caring
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ICT fixes current deficits of democracy
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Possible next step: City as Commons*

• Introduced, analyzed and studied by Elinor Ostrom, first female ‘Nobelprize’ winner
(2009): selforganizing and selfgovernance of collective of users of a common
resource. Parts of cities are a common resource for inhabitants.
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B. Public Services
Public Services are still delaying impact by using protection of state, laws and lobbies
Not sustainable: traditional politics will learn quickly: no re-election without listening
to new civil channel and power
1. Need/Demand for Co-Production and Co-creation; no longer just voice and passive
consumer service, but co-choice, co-production, partnering with ‘amateur’cooperatives
2. Reputation based on peer-reviews on direct channel, be there!
3. Monopoly is gone: civil initiatives and cooperations are here to stay; simple
supplyside attitude won’t work
4. Quality standards are not only based on technical/professional and bureaucratic
paradigm, add peer-review and reputation
NEW CIVIL LEADERSHIP
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Trying to stop no use, technology stronger

Main scenario for current supply will be grid function:
co-production, partnering, emergency backup, facilitating of civil initiative
© The Economist
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C. Civil Society
•
•
•

People are more in solidarity and helpful than expected, mainly if help is asked,
publicly needed and support result is visible
People now can organize themselves: not only traditionally in collective protest to
politicians and public services, but also their own services
Biggest question: in partnership or in competition with current professional public
services?
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Co-production in neighbourhoods
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The positive side of powerful swarmbehaviour:
windmills initiated and owned by citizens grow much
faster than government management

Dutch Planning Agency:
In 2012 installed windenergy in Germany in civil
hands 50%, in the Netherlands at that time 4%.
Impact still increasing: graph shows windenergy
situation EU 2015
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Co-Producing Safety:
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Main impact on civil servant leadership
Power of disruptive citizenship will come closer and change
roles between political executives and civil servants
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frontline civil servants need much more decisionpower
in their interaction with citizens
Who (politicians or civil servants?) knows citizen’s
opinions best?
How to provoke and evaluate this information? How and
who to influence with these opinions?
Bureaucratic attitude in interaction with citizens change
to commitment and valuedriven character
More partnership between governments with societal
actions?
How to choose between civil initiatives? And between
them and current public services?
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